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However, the Italian Socialist Party and its ally organization, the Italian General Confederation of Labour, in
an effort to effect a compromise with the centrist parties ordered the occupation ended. We have also included
in this section the Fiat 128 and Fiat Strada. dal 1994 inseguiamo una sola passione.
With a transverse engine and gearbox in a mid-mounted, rear-wheel drive configuration, the X1/9 was noted
for its balanced handling, retractable headlights, lightweight … La Fiat X1/9 è una vettura del tipo targa a
motore centrale prodotta dalla casa automobilistica italiana FIAT tra il 1972 e il 1989 This is the FIAT
drivers/owners homepage which gives technical information about the brakes, suspension, turbo, induction,
engine / motor, handling, exhaust, electrics and other performance tuning modifications.
A complete resource for all FIAT lovers and wannabe owners. FIAT (acronimo di Fabbrica Italiana
Automobili Torino) è un marchio automobilistico di FCA Italy, a sua volta facente parte del gruppo industriale
Fiat Chrysler Automobiles. Ask questions in the forums, upload your photos to the gallery or buy and sell
with the online adverts. With a transverse engine and gearbox in a mid-mounted, rear-wheel drive
configuration, the X1/9 was noted for its balanced handling, retractable headlights, lightweight … La Fiat
X1/9 è una vettura del tipo targa a motore centrale prodotta dalla casa automobilistica italiana FIAT tra il 1972
e il 1989 This is the FIAT drivers/owners homepage which gives technical information about the brakes,
suspension, turbo, induction, engine / motor, handling, exhaust, electrics and other performance tuning
modifications. Displaying 1 - 15 of 86 total results for classic Fiat Vehicles for Sale. Agnelli responded by
quitting the company. Both the AS and BS type switches fit into the Central Console Switch Holder in 1979
to 1989 X1/9 cars. This section is for the Fiat X1/9, also known as the Bertone X1/9 or simply the X1/9. La
X1/9 five speed nel 2018 compie 40 anni il nostro club festeggerà l'evento dove la vita di questa coupè ebbe

inizio. Service Parts for FIAT and BERTONE X1/9. In 1921, workers seized Fiat's plants and hoisted the red
flag of communism over them. The Fiat X1/9 is a two-seater mid-engined sports car designed by Bertone and
manufactured by Fiat from 1972-1982 and subsequently by Bertone from 1982-1989. The Fiat X1/9 is a
two-seater mid-engined sports car designed by Bertone and manufactured by Fiat from 1972-1982 and
subsequently by Bertone from 1982-1989.

